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FUND COMMENTARY
The Strategic Europe Value Fund (EUR I Class) returned 0.13%* in November,
outperforming its index by 1%. The best performing sectors in terms of alpha were
Health Care, Consumer Staples and Industrials. Stock selection was particularly strong
with regards to Consumer Staples and Industrial stocks. The largest detractor from the
Fund’s return during the month was the Financials sector and the Fund’s underweight
to Communication Services also hurt relative performance. The benchmark returned
-0.86% in November, the best performing sectors were Communication services, Utilities
and Health Care; while the worst performing sectors for the benchmark were Energy,
Materials and Consumer Discretionary.
The Fund’s top performing stocks were Glaxosmithkline, Smith & Nephew and Novo
Nordisk. The largest detractor being SBM offshore. During the month the Fund exited
the remainder of its positions in British American Tobacco and Wirecard, and initiated
new positions in ABN Amro, Royal Bank of Scotland and Novartis.
The Strategic Global Quality Fund returned 1.20%* in November, outperforming its
benchmark by 0.06%. The best performing sector was Consumer Staples and the Funds
zero weight to the Energy sector also helped. Health Care was the latest detractor during
November. The best performing sectors for the benchmark were Health Care, Real
Estate and Utilities; while the Energy and Information Technology sectors were the main
detractors.
The Fund’s top three performing stocks were Clorox Company, Kao Corp and McDonald’s
and the main detractors were British American Tobacco, Altria and Wirecard. The Fund
exited the remainder of its positions in British American Tobacco, Altria and Wirecard,
and initiated new positions in Danone and Procter & Gamble.
The Investment Adviser maintains it’s cautious view, concerned about the pricing of risk
assets given the overall tightening of global monetary policies, the strengthening of the
U.S. dollar and the impact of the normalisation of interest rates on Emerging Markets.
The economic system is highly leveraged, and is particularly sensitive to shocks which
are starting to appear. Political risk is increasing; the team remain particularly concerned
about the relationship between the U.S. - China and the Italian situation in Europe. With
regards to Brexit, they hope sense will prevail.
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The investment team still retain their preference for a defensive portfolio positioning;
however the market has started to move to the same way of thinking, and so the team
are now finding attractive opportunities outside of their traditionally preferred sectors.

* For detailed performance information based on complete 12-month periods since
inception, please refer to page 2.
The views and statements contained herein are those of Lofoten Asset Management in
their capacity as Investment Adviser to the funds as of 13/12/18 and are based on internal
research and modelling.
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PERFORMANCE DATA* (as at the end of November 2018)
STRATEGIC EUROPE VALUE FUND

STRATEGIC GLOBAL QUALITY FUND

*Please note, past performance is not indicative of future returns.

AWARDS
The five star Morningstar 5 year rating applies to the
Strategic Europe Value Fund (EUR I Class). The three star
Morningstar overall rating applies to the Strategic Global
Quality Fund (USD I Class). © 2018 Morningstar: All Rights
Reserved. The information contained herein where relative
to Morningstar: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its
content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed;
and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or
timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are
responsible for any damages or losses arising from any
use of this information. Past performance is no guarantee
of future results. For more detailed information about
Morningstar Rating, including its methodology, please go
to: http://corporate.morningstar.com

Source & Copyright: CITYWIRE.
E.I. Sturdza Investment Funds won the
best group award in the Equity - Europe
Sector by Citywire for their rolling risk
adjusted performance, across the sector,
over the period 31/12/10 to 31/12/17.
E.I. Sturdza are awarded the Best Fund
Group in Switzerland in the Equity Europe sector by Citywire, for their rolling
risk adjusted performance, across the
sector, over the period 31/01/2010 to
31/01/2017.
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WARNING
The contents of this document have neither been reviewed nor endorsed by the Central Bank of Ireland or any other regulatory authority. If
you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document you should obtain independent professional advice.

BLOOMBERG DISCLAIMER
Data presented herein is obtained via Bloomberg PORT where stated. Any such data is subject to change from the date of production of this
document. Such changes may impact upon comparative data between the investment and benchmark present. Such information therefore is
provided for reference purposes only, is subject to change and should not be relied upon for an investment decision.

GENERAL DISCLAIMER - APPLICABLE TO UK DOMICILED RECIPIENTS
This communication is issued in Guernsey by E.I. Sturdza Strategic Management Limited which is regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services
Commission. Any investments or investment services mentioned in this communication are not intended for retail customers. Consequently,
this communication is only made available to professional investors and eligible counterparties and should not be relied upon by any person
that does not possess professional experience in relation to investments. If you are in any doubt as to whether you possess suitable experience
in relation to investments please consult your financial adviser. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Under no circumstances
should this document be forwarded to anyone in the United Kingdom who is not a professional client or eligible counterparty as defined by
the FCA. For the purpose of distribution in the United Kingdom this material has been issued by E.I. Sturdza Investments Limited, Claridge
House, 32 Davies Street, London, W1K 4ND which is an appointed representative of Mirabella Advisers LLP which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. Further this communication is not an offer or an invitation to purchase financial instruments but intended as
information. Further the information contained in this communication does not represent a research report. E.I. Sturdza Strategic Management
Limited has not considered the suitability of investment against your individual needs and risk tolerance. Shares in the Fund should only be
purchased by persons with professional experience and investors should refer to the Fund Prospectus and/or KIID for detailed information
about potential risks involved in investing in financial instruments as well as the latest half-yearly report and unaudited accounts and/or
annual report and audited accounts. The information contained herein is estimated, unaudited, may be subject to change and reflects the
performance of the relevant fund offered by E.I. Sturdza Strategic Management Limited during the period indicated. Any opinions or estimates
expressed herein are at the date of preparation and are subject to change without notice; however no such opinions or estimates constitute
legal, investment, tax, or other advice. Individual performance of the Fund may vary and historical data is not an indication of future results.
The value of the Fund and the income which may be generated from it can go down as well as up and therefore investors must be able to bear
the risk of a substantial impairment or loss of their entire investment. The Swiss Representative and Swiss Paying Agent is Banque Eric Sturdza
SA, Rue du Rhône 112, P.O. Box 3024, CH-1211 Geneva 3. Copies of the Prospectus, KIID, articles of association, annual and semi-annual
reports may be obtained free of charge at the seat of the Swiss representative. This document is intended for information purposes only and is
not intended as an offer or recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise apply for shares in the Fund. E.I. Sturdza Strategic Management Limited,
3rd Floor, Frances House, Sir William Place, St Peter Port, Guernsey GY1 1GX. Part of the Eric Sturdza Banking Group. Company Registration
Number: 35985. Copyright Morgan Stanley Capital International, Inc. 2018. All Rights Reserved. Unpublished. PROPRIETARY TO MORGAN
STANLEY CAPITALTERNATIONAL INC.

DISCLAIMER - SWISS DOMICILED RECIPIENTS
E.I. Sturdza Funds Plc and its sub-funds are Irish funds authorized by the Irish Central Bank. They are approved for distribution in Switzerland by
FINMA. The Swiss representative and paying agent is Banque Eric Sturdza SA, rue du Rhône 112, 1204 Geneva / Switzerland. Investors should
refer to the fund prospectus and/or KIIDs for detailed information about potential risks associated with investments in financial instruments
as well as the latest half yearly report and unaudited accounts and/or annual report and audited accounts. The prospectus, KIIDs, Articles of
association, semi-annual and annual reports of E.I Sturdza Funds Plc can be obtained, free of charge, at the seat of the Swiss representative,
Banque Eric Sturdza SA. The information contained herein is estimated, unaudited, may be subject to change and reflect the performance of
the relevant funds during the period indicated. Any opinions or estimates expressed herein are at the date of preparation and are subject to
change without notice. No such opinions or estimates constitute legal, investment, tax or other advice. Individual performance of the funds
may vary and historical data is not an indication of future results. The value of the funds and the income which may be generated from it can
go down as well as up and therefore investors must be able to bear the risks of a substantial impairment or loss of their entire investments.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance data do not take into consideration commissions and costs charged at the
time of issuance and/or redemption of the shares. This document is intended for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or
recommendation to buy, sell, or otherwise apply for shares in the funds.
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